" Don't over dare to take your
•college as a matter of course—
because , like democracy and
freedom , many people you 'll
never know anyt hing abonit
have broken their hearts to
4et it for. you. "
Alice Duer Miller

AN EARLY
MERRY
CHRISTMAS

Women to Hold Annual
Banquet Monday Night

Soror ity Bids Are
Recogniz ed by 56

Freshmen Women

YuleConcert To Be
Presented This Sunday

mr
The annual Christmas Banquet, sponsored by the: Women s StuGlee
Orchestra
and
the
Colb
Community
S
ymp
hony
The
Colby
y
dent League, will be held in the Women 's Union on Monday, DecemSorority rushing ended on NovemClub will present their annual Christmas Concert this Sunday at 8:00
ber 9, at 5:45 p.m.
ber 22 with the distribution of bids.
Each year the gym is traditionall y decorated in accordance with The freshman girls who were taken p.m. in the Women 's Union gymnasium.
The first half of the program- will be presented by the orchestra ,
a specific Christmas theme. This year (hie theme will be "Cand y Cane into the four organizations are <as
follows :
directed b y Dr. Ermanno Comparetti. The pieces to be offered are
Lane." During the course of the program Chaplin Osborne will read
Alpha Delta Pi: Becky Bachm&n , Handel's "Prelude and Fugue in D Minor ," an example of baroque
"The Littlest . Angel" and "The
Heather Campbell , Bertha Clark,
music, 'Sheep May Safely Graze
Christmas Story" will be read by
Janice Dukeshire, Janet Grescak,
by Bach, and "Sea Songs" hy the
President Bixler. The Colbyettes
Betsy Harper, Louise Hahlbohm,
modern composer Vaughan 'Willand Colby Eight -will present a proPatsy Houghton, Sue MacLe&n,
iams. Also on 'the program is the
gram of seasonal and miscellaneous
Gail Macomber, Dawn Mitchell, Sue
"Symphonic
Fantasy
of
Folk
songs. - The guests will then sing a
Mushreau, Judy Parker , Sally PeaThemes"
by
Dr.
Comparetti.
The
variety of Christmas carols.
body, and Sally Thompson.
The
theme
of
the
1958
Gabrielson
composer
collected
a
large
number
In connection with, the 'theme the
Chi Omega : Jeanette Benn , Sue
of folic songs during his sabbatical
gym will be transformed into a Lecture Series is ' 'American Issues
Bennett
was
, Ellie Davis , Willy deKadt.,
year in Italy. These 'folk tunes in"Candy Cane Lane." The stage in 1958. " A domestic topic
With only one weekend between
Amy Eisentrager, Sandra Goodwin ,
clude dances, long songs , and other
will resemble a candy cane Work- chosen this year because of the need
for alternation in the discussion of Karen Graf , Lee Holcombe , Carol Thanksgiving and Christmas vaca- native melodies. The vocal quartet
shop complete with mischevious
Lawrence, Anne Lehman , Karen tions six fraternities have plans to
which will present some of the tunes
elves and Santa's helpers. Candy world affairs.
The opening lecture,- on -February Lindholm , Claire Lyons , Bonnie make this sole weekend as memor- consists of Deborah Robson, Jo
canes will decorate the walls, and
McGregor, Sandy Nolet, Jackie able 'as possible. Fraternity Christ- Deans, Barbara Eidem
, and Ann
the entrance to the gym will be ad- 11 will deal with American foreign
mas formal s will be held December
Nunez, and 'Nance 'Scheider.
Dobson.
orned with large candy canes policy. It will be delivered by Hans
¦Delta Delta Delta : Charlotte 6 and 7 both on 'and off campus.
Kohn, a frequent visitor to Colby,
The second half of the program ,
trimmed with pine branches .
Clifton , lleggie Foley, Sue Four- Five fraternities will hold their offered by the Glee Club under the
and
author
of
a
recent
book
on
Miss Nichols is supervisor for the
cade, 'Betsy Howard, Helen John- dance tonight. Oscar Brown and
direction of Mr. Peter Re, will be
dinner and the table decorations. American nationalism.
son , Franny Maher , Betsy Perry, his band will entertain at the DICE
econd
lecture
on
February
The
s
,
devoted to two contrasting choral
The main course of the dinner will
Willy Russell, Viki Sanders , and house from 8:30 to midnight. From
"The
Regulation
6f
1
8,
will
be
on
works, "Mass in G Major" by the
consist of chicken a la king. DesCarol Trigg.
8 :30 to 12 :00 p.m. Freddie Petra contemporary French composer Pousert will be ice cream topped with a Business Enterprize." Mr. Gilbert
Sigma Kappa : Hilda Brown , and his band will perform at the
lenc, and Part One oif Bach's
decorati on significant of the holiday Monfcegue, a counsel or of law in
Candy
Castle, Judy Chase, Nancy Zete house. Kappa Delta Rho will
"Christinas' Oratorio" in which the
season. The tables will be trimmed New York City, will give the adCunneen , .Sue Detwiler, Carolyn hold its dance at Sidney Orange
orchestra will accompany the Glee
with small Christmas trees , and dress.
On February 25, Joseph Salerno, Evans, Martha Hooven , Townley Hall , Sidney from 8 :00 to midnight. Club.
"
candy canes with nut cups will be
a
C.I.O. representative, will speak Gamage, Wend y Ihlstrom, Boobsie Jeff ' Clemson and his band will enParts Of the Mass are reminisat every place.
Jensen , 'Scotty MacLeod , Judy Neu- tertain. A three-piece band will procent of certain Gregorian melodies ;
The entire banquet is arranged by on "How Much Regulation of
mann , Marty Raymond , Cathy Sage, vide music 'for Sigma Theta Psi
Labor
Unions?"
in other parts Poulenc has simulated
the Women's Student League, which
from 7 :00 to 12 :00 p.m. at the Oal- the harmonies .found in Gothic
"Unadjusted America. Today " will and Cathy Troy.
appoints committee heads 'to superThere has been a change in (the ume't Club in Augusta. Beta Chi choral music. Bach's "Christmas
vise various aspects of organization. be the topic discussed by Prof.
.
date of the Panhellenic Association 's will hold their dance at the Elm- Oratorio" was written in 1734 to
Peter
Vierec.k
on
March
4.
•
Mr.
Judy Colbath and Judy Newmann
speaker from the Salvation Army. wood Hotel from 6 :30 to 12 :00 p.m. celebrate the six day s of the Festiare co-chairman df" the invitation Viereck is professor of history at
He
will be presenting as his 'topic
Tomorrow night Delta Upsilon val oif Christmas 5n accordance with
Mt.
Holyoke
College
and
a
present
,
committee ; Jan Coburn and Nancy
"Ideas for Group Work with XJn- will hold its dance at their house. tradition of the Reformed 'Church of
spokesman
of
new
conservatism.
Little, table decorating and setting ;
On March 11, "The Liberal Atti- derpriviledged Children. " The date Mr. Adams and bis band will pro- North Germany. The work is really
Charlotte Clifton and Jan 'Pratt ,
is now December 11.
vide the music.
floor decorations ; Barbara Hunter tude on Curren t Issues" will be disa sequence of six separate cantatas,
cussed
by
Prof.
Charles
Frankel,
one for each of the holidays followarid Judy Allen , programs ; Jean
author of the book , "The Case for
ing Christmas. Part One , written
Roberts, table clearing.
for Christmas Day, is a work of reThe guests sitting at the head Modern Man."
Mr. William G. Avirett will give
joicing and exultation.
table will be: Dr. and Mrs. Bixler,
This year the Colby Community
Chaplin and Mrs. Osborn e, Dean the lecture on April 1, entitled
Seaman, Mrs. Fenn , Dean and Mrs. "Should We Have Federal Aid to
Symphony has the largest personStrider , Mr. and Mrs. Estes, Mr. Education ?"
nel in its history, having 70 memLate last spring the Winter Carnival Committee under chairman bers. Membership includes Colby
On Apri l 15, Prof. John Hope1
and Mrs. Bryan , Mr. and Mrs. Mill ett, Mr. and Mrs. Rosenthal, Mr. Franklin , will discuss "What Kind Robert Brolli set to work planning the 1958 Carnival Weekend which students and faculty as well as docand Mrs. Crocker , Miss Thayer , Miss of Intergration Policy for ithe is scheduled for Thursday, February 13, through Sunday the 16th.
tors, school teachers, and businessWhitcomb, Fran Wren , presiden t of Present and the Future?" Mr.
Thursday ni ght there will be a Bowdoin Meddiebempster-Colby men from Waterville, 'Pittsfield,
the Student League, and Melba Franklin is chairman of'the departSkowhegan , Farmington, and other
Ei
ht concert , continuing last year's tradition which has proved to be
g
ment
of
history
at
Brooklyn
College.
Metcalf , vice president and chaircommunities. Organized in 1942 by
so successful. Lester Lanin 's society band from New York has been Dr. Comparetti, the orchestra has
Continued on Page Eight
.ronn of the entire banquet.
signed for the Carnival Ball Fri- won commendation from several
Other guests at the banquet will
day night. Lanin has played in iblie foundations including the Julliard
.
bo Mrs. Ellis, Mrs. Kyes, Mrs.
past at th e Stork Club , El Morocco, which considers it one of the best
Min or, and Mrs. Simms, house
the
Everglades , Nantucket Yacht Town-and-C;own orchestras in the
ni'o'th ers of th e women 's dormiClub , at all the New York debu- country.
tories ; Mrs. Wh itehead , Delta Uptant e cotilli on s, and for the Grace Th o Glee Club , combinin g tho
silon house mother ; Mrs . Towle,
Kelloy-'Prince Ranier wedding a voices of over 100 students, has
Delta Kappa Epsilon ; Mrs. Ames,
Alpha Tau Om ega; Mr s, Choate,
The National Iriterfraterrnty Conference presented Colby an award year ago.
given concerts in the' past in AuJud gin g of the sn ow scul p tur es by gusta with tho Lampli ghters of 'tho
Phi ' Delta' Thota ; Mrs. Goodwin , at a banquet in Colorado Springs on November 30. At this time the
Z et a Psi ; Mrs. Hague, Tau Delta University of Omaha was declared runnerup. This information was tho sororities and fraternities will Central Maine Power Company, and
occur on Saturday afte rnoon at 1:00 in Portl and with tho Portland Sym- •
Phi ; Miss Brady, and Miss Marreleased through the Associated Press earlier this week.
p.m. with Dean Soaman and Colonel phony.
chant.
The competition was divided into categories according to the num- Kirby as judges . Saturday afterber of fraternities belonging to a council. Colby was classified in the noon thoro will bo a special event
area of ten and less. Divided into three areas, the councils were with a well kn own ent ertainer . Satjud ged on service to the community, service to member fraternities, urd ay ' night aro tho fraternity
parties.
service to the university, and service to ideals.
Sunda y m ornin g a n ow evont will
Among tlie achievements of the present I.F.C. administration is bo added to tho schedule, Chi
the proposal and adoption of second semester rushing, excluding all Omega sorority and Sigma Theta
Dr. Bixlor will preside at tho an- freshman-fraternity contact so that the freshmen may a chieve satis- Psi 'fr aternity aro sponsoring n
A film on the Middle East will bo ,
nual Christmas Assembly 'Wednes- factory grades. I.F.C. has also raised the scholastic requirement for "Bromo Brunch" from 9 to 11 whon
a li ght "continental" breakfast will shown on Thursday, December 12,
day morning, December 1.1, at 11 :00
pledging from 65% to 70% or three quality points.
bo served to all 'students. Sunday in Keyes Auditorium at 7 :00 p.m.
in Lorimor Chapel.
Traditional
The
members
of
the
I.F.C
have
ori
the
proposal
of
a
preginated
aft ern oons tho frn'tornitios will also It will b o concerned with perhaps
carols and special Christmas songs
fre
s
hm
ister
and
have
incorporated
the
a
n
r
e
g
to
give
their
hold "Fraternity Fiw.los" wh on tho two most important and in"Echo"
will bo offered by tho Gle-o Club and
tho Gol'byotitos. Among 'tho special technical advice. The class of 1961 has a freshman register because boys may tnko thoir dates to tho volved countries in this area , Egypt
lioiiftOR 'for a fow hours of relaxation and Isra el. Edward E. Morrow , <as
enrols to bo included on tho pro- of the joint worlc of these two organizations.
narrator, reports on tho historical
after tlio big weekend,
grams aro "Tho Hushing Carol,"
supported
the
administration
I.F.C.
has
fully
in
eliminating
the
A bid or ticket to tho weekend back ground , economic, political , and
"Caritiquo 'do Noal," "Oo Toll Ifc
damage
done
to
some
fraternity
lawns
and
has
that
such
required
will cost $6,00 which covers every cultural . heritages of the two counTo Tho Mountain ," "Lay Down
event during tho woekorid including tries. Ho also interviews Nasser
Your Staffs, 0 Shepherds," and "I action cease or judiciary action will be taken by I.F.C. .
Wondor As I Wander."
The members of I.F.C. produced an all new booklet on fraternities. ¦tho concert,. athletic ovonts, tho and talks with David Bon-Gurion.
Carnival Ball, tho special ovon-*t and
This hour and half film gives nn
Dr. 'Bixlor will road ^Iio Christ- This booklet was ready for the freshmen men of the class of'1961.
ifch e Bromo Brunch,
excellent Objective analysis of tho
mas story and tho audience and
The Council has re cognized Sigma Theta Psi as a voting member. An other innovation this year is motives and aspiration« of thoso
Gloo Olub together will sing many
Since the beg inning of this semester I.F.C. has established an inter- tho prooodti ro of election oif tho two dissimilar countries. It is «sof tho traditional oarols.
Con t inu ed 6n Pago Thr ee
'
Continued on Pago Eight
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Continued on PaKo Eight

Gabrielson Lecture
Series To Concern
Domestic Subjects

Fratern ities To

Hold Winter

Formals 6th & 7th

Winter Carnival Events
Outlined By Committee

IFC Administration Is
Lauded by National

Dr. Bixl er To Read
Christmas Sto ry
At Wed. Chapel

Middle East Movie
To Be Shown This
Thursda y at Keyes

(Sift <?0ih g Brijn

By f hi my . . .

This week the "Echo" asked
Colby students : "Are 'Big Mame
Founded 1877. Published weekly by the students of Colby College ; printed by the Eagle Bands' essential to the success of
Publishing Co., Inc., Gardiner ' Maine. Charter members of the New England Intercollegiate college weekends?"
Box 51, Colby College, Waterville, Maine. Office : Roberts Union. Call Tr 2-2791 Ext. 240

Newspaper Association. Represented by National Advertising Service, Inc. Subscription rates:
Students, $3-00 ; Faculty free ; all others SJ.50. Newstands price: ten cents per copy.
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Waterville, Maine. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in section 1103, Act of October 3, 19 17, authorized December 24, 1918.
All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise identified are those of the COLBY ECHO.
Mention the ECHO when you ' buy.

Paul Drex el, '58

Ft isn't necessary. If a ba-nd's
good it's good to dance to whether
it's big name or not. The only thing
a 'big band does is attract people.
If it' s a college weeken d peoples are
EDITOR
—
JOSEPH f. CONSOLING, '58
going to support it. I would rather
MANAGING EDITOR
—
MARGARET L. SMITH, " 58
see them pay less money and charge
BUSINESS MANAGER
—
AARON B. SCHLESS, '58
less admission then more people,
News Editor — Stanley Moger, *58
Circulation Mgr. — Ruth Winterbottom , '58 would tend to come and that would
Feature Editor — Leslie Colitt, '59
Advertising Manager — Norman Lee
compensate for those that might he
Sports Editor — Donald Freedman, '60
Asst. Adv. Mgr. — Edward Goldberg
lost
on the other hand. You take
Make-up Editor — Gayle Schaeff , '58
Asst. Adv. JMgr. — Jean Smith
Al Corey ; he can play any type of
Asst. Make-up — William Droll, '60
Financial Manager — Paul Svendsen, '58
Asst- Financial Mgr. — Mary Harrington , '58 music. He is as good as any Of
.Asst. Make-up — Ben Mauton , '60
Derderian , '58
Account Manager — Nancy
'
cc i , .*<>
/rr. — Catherine
r- l-l. ¦ Stmneford
these "big name" pok ers wh o pick
,, . T
Copy
Editor
' „
58
,
„,
Account Manager — Marcia Legra
58
up
their memhers as they pass from
'
Assignment Editor — Judith Roberts, 59
Subscription Manager — Susan Carll , '58
state
to state. Come the hig weekCirculation Mgr. — Carolyn O'Brion, '58
Subscription Manager — Joan Tilden , '58
Exchange Editor — Virginia Agney, '58
v
end , the social pressu r e's on. You've
EDITORIAL STAFF
got to go to the dance ; people are'
Jackie Bendelius, '59, Frances Button, '59; Mary Ellen Chase, '58 , Virginia Clark, '60, Judith still paying for the last weekend.
Colbath, '59, Jo Deans, '60, Barbara Field , *58, Corky Fitzpatrick , '60, Ruth Freeman, '59,

Robert Gelders, "60. Robert Gerrard , '60, Gail Longenecker, "60, Penny Martin, '60, Donald
Megathlin, '59, Judith Miller, ^ 60, Ann MConro, '60, Donald Mordecai, '60, Joan Morrison ,
"59, Robert MacLean, '60, Jeanne McDermott, '59, Charles Murphy, '60, Jacqueline Nunez,
'61, Snlly Phelan , '59, Alan Skivirsky, '(SO, Alice Stebbins, '60, George Welch, '60, Pat
Walters, '59. Jerry McKenty, '61.

" RESTRICTIVE

CLAUSES "

Another p age ha s been add ed to the probl em of

int egra tion

through the interpretation of 'the Supreme Court ruling. Recently,
at a meeting of the National Interfraternity Cou ncil in Col orado
Sp rings, Colorado' the N.I.C. came out 'backing all national fra^
ternities which held "restrictive clauses" governing the admission of
new initiates into these fraternities. The N.I.C. felt that fraternities
are "social organizations," and , therefore, do not f all under the moral
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court ruling.
This statement has some effect on die fraternity situation at Colby
as several fraternities do hold to their "restrictive clauses" and do
discriminate in their selections. The college has its opinion in such
matters. With regard to new fraternities corning on campus, the
college tries to discourage national affiliations which hold "restrictive clauses." As far as present fraternities holding such clauses, the
administration has seen fit not to interfere, and hopes that the individual fraternities will make up their own minds on -such matters.

Although we must admit that the N.I.C. Statement defending these
clauses is hard to swall ow, it is evident that such clauses ac tuall y are

the priviledge of the individual fraternities as social organizations.
However, when considering the role of the fraternity at , C olby, it
seems evident that something more than a social status does exist.
The fraternities actually are r esp onsible f or most of the men who
direct most of the campu s ac tivities and government. In this case,
C olb y 's case , we f eel that "restric tive clauses " are actuall y contrary to
the sp irit of the college. For this reason, we feel that the N.I.C
statement, in its relation to Colby, is un-American and contrary to
the tru e sp irit of democracy.
This discrimination issue, as we have seen in the headline s f or the

pas t months, is of great importance in the United States. We, living
in an atmosphere which is more tolerant than 'that of the South, see
grave inju st ice done t hroug h violence in the South. However, it
seems hypocritical for us to condemn the supporters of segregation
While at the same time some of our own , f raterni t ies carry out their
own personal type of discrimination.

What to be done? Nothing. The administration's view of the

ma t ter blends "laissez faire" with "hidden persuasion" to the extent
i>

that nothing Will ever'be done here. The truth of 'the matter is that
if fraterni ties stood up against their "restric t ive clauses " we would
dwell in a college pretty entirely made up of locals. Is it worth it?

LETTER

TO TH E ED ITOR
December 2, 1957

Dear Editor :
What has happened to ' ithe chapel bells ? I miss them. To me, the
bells are part of life at Colby. J noticed't'hem when I visited the
campus last spring arid I thought ringing them was a very nice college
custom. When I started school in September I began to schedule my
time according to 1'he bells. I was very disappointed when, they began
to ring at the wrong times and theri finall y stop, ringing at ' all. There
seems to be an empty spot in the day without the bells. I know I am
not the only ono who listens for the bells because some other students
have told me that they miss them, too. h there anything that can be
clone so the bolls will ring again?
< ¦ , ¦

Connie Collins

"
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•S P U T N I K ? ;
by Alan Skvirsky

.

.

.

,

i

Recently our newspap ers sp lashed sufficient headlines across its
pages to precipitate an excitement and panic which this fun-loving
cou n'try had never disp layed since ihe last war. What had caused all
this commotion? The answer was simply a seven letter word , Sputnik., a word which a coupl e of mon ths ag o meant nothing to 168
million Americans. This satellite, tfae first ever suspended in space,
weighing 184 pounds and travelling around 'the earth 15 times each
d ay at incredibl e sp eed s, has certainly taken on an added signif i can ce
and imp ortance in American affairs. Our most formidable enemy,
Russia, had now shown superior scientific Vknowhow in the missile
race.
A few weeks before Sp utnik' s launching, Russia had announced to'
the world that it had developed an I.C.B.M. capable of travelling
5000 miles and hitting any target. The U. S. reacted to (this news
Jake Durant , '58
mildly and without visible concern. President Eisenhower was still
'For the population of the school
laying g olf , not perturbed or upset in the least. Then came Sputa big hand is impractical. 'A greater p
part of the fraternities have private nik fast on the 'heels of the I.C.B.M. announcement. The U. S. reparties off campus that Friday acted a little differently than it did a month earlier. Many cries were
ni ght. I believe that if 'big dan ces evoked, that we had fallen behind the Russians in every phase of miliwere held downtown, say in the tary and scientific achievement, that it would take ten years to catch
Armory, where drinks could be
and many other curses. There were proposals for the establishserved in moderation, the whole up_,
thing would he more successful and ment of a science academy, for the instituting of a special cabinet
draw more people. The atmosphere post for science. Mr. Eisenhower appointed Mr. Killain of M.I.T .
over there at the gym is poor. The as his special advisor concerned with science development.
seating accomodations aren't even
Yes, 'the panic was on. No one stopped to think soberly or reasonadequate.
abl y for a minute. Instead , sentiments were being expressed impulAnn Dudley, '60
sively condemning everybody and everything. "We are doomed ; the
Since we have only a few big emd is near." Admitted it is essential that we educate our scientists
weekends a year we can afford the
better and provide them with more opportunities for independent remoney, even if we go into debt a
little. Money isn't everything. We sarch. We must also encourage potential scientists and technicians in
pay $17.50 for an activities fee. p ursuing their interests. With this hew regard for the scientists enWhy shouldn '.t we have some good dea vors, however, we must be caref u l not to tip the balance too
activities ?
greatl y, for, any nation willing to make the serious sacrifices tiiat
Don Freedman , '60
Russia has felt mandator}' to make in achieving her end can develop
^
Yes, I feel they are. Name liands a highly skilled , technical , and scientific elite. Should we become
can - be ohtained for a reasonable rbibbts in bur endeavor to> outproduce Russia's technical cap abili ties
price as seemingly less well known
or inferior quality groups. There and potentialities ? Is this the "American. Ideal ?" Is this end that
can be arrangements made whereby Thomas Jefferson, Lincoln, or Wilson wanted us to attain ? Spu tnik
two colleges can split the cost for and all it symbolizes is onl y a testimonial to Stalin's d ominance and
tho weekend and each enjoy the perseverance in this ruthless desire to achieve an absolute end, at any
services oif the band on successive cost. Yes, the end was produc ed but 'the means used will leave a scar
,
nights. Since costs on the recent
Homecomingdance were not met be- on Soviet s oci ety Which will inevit abl y destroy it!
I would rather ;have the U. S. take a second pla ce in the missile
cause of (the lack of interest on
campus, one can readily see that a race than take a ¦second place in constructing a socie ty free from
slightly cheaper but decidedly in- dictatorial 'totalitarianism^ a society in which the individual -will be
ferior quality band is not expedi- able to develop to the highest degree in freedom and equality. As
ent. It would seem, therefore, that,
at a slightly higher or possibly even A.lan Nevins, well-known historian has said , "The U. S. has thus far
equal cost, a name band can bo pro- resisted artificial diversion of talent in favor of a harmonious developcured insuring greater attendance ment." Yes, in the words of Wilson , "There is a distinction waiting
and thereby a more financially and for this nation that no nation lias ever yet got. That is tlie distinction
socially successful weekend.
of absolute self-control and self-mastery." This is what , America
. Jean Rob erts , '60
should be most concerned with ; these are the things which we should
I think it adds to a big weekend, rei t erate and asp ire to attain.
the attraction, that is, of a big
Mr. Nevins continues and says something which hits directly on
band. It makes more students want
my
er itire p oint of > view, "to respond to it (Wilson's assertion) , the
x
to coma from outside Colby. It
works 'at other colleges. Is there pe op le themselves would have to show a realization of the inner rot
any reason why it shouldn't work exposed by McCarthyisrn and Faubism, and a yearning f or hi gher
hero ? However, I don 't think it's things/ than mink coats and 400-horsepower cars." These words are
necessary for tho spirit Of a big
signif ican t even to the C olby student. We should be consciously
weekend. A big band and the danco
aren't all there h too a weekend , but a.ware of these problems and 'by critica l evaluation ) we should strive
merely an added attraction, A good to gain a more realistic appraisal dr our covmtry and our world. This
'bund is tho main thing, a band you lis the challenge ; "will it be met with firm resolve and clear vision or
cun dance to, a band that will play will our nation succumb to the pressure ? This question is just as relewhat wo like, not in its own stylo
vant to the Colby community as it is to our , leaders, for the whole is
necessarily.
onl y as strong as its parts. The people are thelparts; we as Colby
Didk Cam pbell , '58
students and American citizens have a serious responsibility to asI really don 't think it is a ques- s-ume, to educate ourselves so that we may truthfully say that this
tion of whether tho band is well
government is reall y "of the people, by the people, and for the
known or not, but rathor ifc is tho
atmosphere which detracts from at- people."
<tondanoo. Tho dances 'which aro
held in the Women's Union aro us- port a "fairly good" bund. A fea- big weekend if you can got tho
bog
ually uncomfortable .affairs duo to ture attraction ouch as nn outstand- students behind it. But I can't
tho lack of seating facilities and ing vocal is'li would bo equally suc- taking a licking just for a big
name. If yoti aro going to pay for
proper air conditioning. I don 't bo- cessful as 'a big name hand.
a band , got tho band. Usually "when
lievo I am alono in fooling that I
1
Jerry Goldber g, '60
a "big ' 'band loader comos up hero, to
would rathor go olsOwhoro <in FriI think it's worthwhile; a hig
day night,and save tho dahoing for nanio' lymd always soonifl to add to- lower liis expenses and raise his
Saturd ay tit tho fraternity houses bho weekend. It contributes to m ak- pronfc lie picks up ihisicians in local
whoro the atmosphere is much more ing a hig weekend , stand out from unions. You don't got the samo
'
conducive to having a hotter timo. all the othor wodkonds. I don 't sound. But all in all I think Hi big
band in a great thing if everything
think - ifch o added cost per tioko'b works ©lit,
'
'
'
Ka y White , '60
j ftakos that much difference on am
I. fool a college should havo
; Barr y Long, '61
occasion.
enough spiri t and intercut to supI thinlc thoyV'aro worth it. A big
Phil beva renne , '60
¦port tho .'function s which it itsolf deContinued on 'Pago Eight
cides upon. A collogo ' should supA hig oand is a flno thing for »

,
Mr.
Marriner,
and
historical
Troy.
@o
is
neither
potatoes
New Professors
That
Say
Continued from Page One
;
. . . nor lobsters '. \ Maine's' best
We.are exposed to .the travails of
fraternity scholarship award and an
to the other states has always G. F. Hathaway and the trials and
Make Comments - "
Aliffiut Maine! gift
been her boys and girls, the men tribulations of that almost president inter-fraternity, emergency blood
by Don Mordecai
and women -who carry to the ends James G. Blaine, not to say any- fund. An exchange program for inOn . Colby
"Remembered M a i n e " by of the earth the Maine riack of ad- thing of Fairfield's Farce, the amaz- termural activities between Bates,
justing to , change of getting along ing Aroostook
War of
1839.
"Maine's

For the year 1957-58 two, new
members were appointed 'to the
modern language department. They
are Don Hayes MTcKeen , instructor
of French, and Francisco A., Cauz,
who is teaching Spanish.
Mr. McKeen received liis B.A.
;».t the University of Maine, and his
M.A. from Harvard., Before coming
to Colby lie spent two years in
Rurope , studying one year at Pnij ia , Italy • and eight months at the
University of Gr«noble in France.
Mr. Mclyeen says that he finds
Colby to be a fine language school
and it compares favorably ' with
others of its size. He likes the
size and 'friendliness , especially
compared with Harvard , wliere one
-hardl y e"ver sees or has the opportunity to knoiv t>he prc-fessors.
Mr. Cauz , who was unavailable
for comment, received his B.S. 'from
"Villanova, and Ms M.A. after completing studies at Middlebury and
i.he University of Madrid.
In the government depar tment is
Donald S. Rothchild who holds a
B.A. from Kenyon College and an
M.A. 'from the University of CahV
fornia at Berlclejr , and is now a candidate for a Ph.D. at John Hopkins. Mr. Rothchild comes from
the faculty of McCoy College, of
John Hopkins University. In comparing Colby to McCoy, winch- is a
night school for -working people who
study for their degree over a period
of five years, Mr. Rothchild comments that the work was taken
more seriously at McCoy. He said
that at Colby, or any college, the
student can't understand -what college work means, and he doesn't
realize the acute nature of what he
is doing. "We live in a very crucial world , and one must assume
the responsibility 'to discipline oneself." He feels that the study of
government is one o'f the b est means
for understanding the modern world.
In agreement with Mr. MeKeen, Mr.
Rothchild finds Colby a fine community, with a cordial faculty and
student body.

Ernest Marriner. (Colb y College
Press. 149 pp. $3.75) is a collect ion of inc id ents deal ing w ith
M aine folk and folkways ;, broug ht
to-l igh t f rom M aine 's past .

Arnold Toynbee is quoted by Mr.
Marriner as saying • in his "A
Study of History" that "Maine Survives today as a kind of museum
piece^—a relic of seventeenth century New England , inh abited by
woodsmen and watermen and hungers. These children of a hard country eke out their scanty- livelihood
by serving as guides for pleasureseekers who come . . . to spend their
holidays in this Arcadian State. "
Mr. Marriner takes this as being
completely derogatory to the StaJte
di Maine , and cites Kenne'th
Roberts' article "Don 't Say That
About Maine" which was supposed
to be an answer to Toynbee. Well,
it seems to me that Marriner is dn
complete agreement with the historian , but he takes Toynbee's remark as a compliment instead 'of a
slight. And he seems to be mighty
proud of the fact that iMT-aine folks ,
while working in the woods , or hunting, have had quite a kistory and
have added a great deal to tlie
growth of the nation as a whole.

leading

export,"

says and Madrid

,
with what you've got. "
Mr. Marriner claims that there
are still some people who contend
"that Maine is a state of mind."
Judging from this just published
book, from his last "Kennebec Yesterdays, and from his radi o program, still going after six years.
("Little
Talks
on
Common
Things"), I would say that the
author is trying to carry 'on that
state, of mind. Tlie book is a collection of self-contained chapters which
have been taken from the lives of
Maine people m tlie by-gone days
when it seems 'that life was a little
more interesting than it is now. We
learn of the cosmopolitan s'tate in
which wo are being educated not
much more than a narrow-gage's
railroad's trip from all mariner of
mysterious and exotic places' with
names like China and Peru , or
Paris! Not too fur are Carthage

I.F.C. ADMINISTRATION

or wonderful Vienna

Bowdoin , and Maine is presently
Witches; old-time country doctors
under consideration.
and murderers are all part of our
bill of fare.
"A humble, unsophisticated college professor in . . . (a) benighted
state ," is Mr. Marriner 's description of himself. He obviously loves
bis state and all for which he stands.
And a little of -that at least comes
through even to the reader without
a Maine heart. But the reward of
this book is mostly for the person
who, like Mr. Marriner , is a native
(either by birth or inclination) and
wants to remain in that station ;
It can be gay, festive and
this is the person to whom the auenlightening. The Sloan House
thor is speaking,—and speaking
YMCA helps you do it with sp ecial
rather well, too.
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holiday programs.

For PLANE and
STEAMSHIP RESERVATIONS
Call TR 2-6134

Walter J. P. Day
205 Main Street '

Gibb s Girls Get
the Top Jobs

Diambri's
Excellent meals for the student

at a pric e he can afford to pay.
Italian Sandwic hes & Spaghetti
Main Street
Waterville

Clean , comfortable and inexpensive

.

accornmodations-$2.10 single , $2.70
double. Year round ideal residence
and program center for young men
and groups of alt sizes.

Write Residence Director for Folder

WM. SLOANE HOUSE YMCA
356 West 34th St., New York , OX 5-5133
(One block from Perm Station )
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Paul H. Gottleib of the history
department received his B.A. from
Tufts and M.A. ifrom Boston University. At Boston University he
was an assistant in the liistory department. He, too, commented on
the friendly atmosphere and the
good relationship between the s'tuSpecial Course f o r College Women,
dents arid faculty. Mr. Gottleib
Residences. Write College Dean
feels that Colby is far superior to
for Gibbs Gihls at Work.
B.U. The custom at Boston University is to give every studenb a
two year trial , and he remarked
that this system retards the average student. In comparison with
SECRETA RIAL
Tufts, Mr. Gottleib feels that the
BOSTON 16,21 Wirlboroujti St. PROVIDENCE 6,155 Anidl S
•liberal arts is at least as good , if not MEW YORK 17.230Pyk.Avt. HONTCUIR, NJ, 3J Plymouth Sj
better.

Katharine H i WU k3

WELCOME TO

Al Corey 's fHusse

Center

"Come In and Browse Around"

YOURi PORTRAIT
TH E GIFT THAT SAYS

MffllifCkiltMtt
ON CHRISTMAS MORN

LATEST DIXIELAND JAZZ
POPULA R
CLASSICAL
RECORDS FOR ALL
REGISTER
OUST LOOK ME UP INTME MOTEL NEW YORKER'S COU.BGIATE
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WILBUR JUST WOKE UP TO i
THE FACT THAT HES IN CLASS'. I
#

KEEP AlERV f O R A
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...AND preserves tlie memories of tho delig ht with
which tho gift was received
through all tho day*to como*

JlatKjleif , Studio.
82 College Avenue
,
Waterville
Main e
: v
Phone TR 2-8585

BITTER POINT AVERA6EI
Don't let .that "drowsy feeling" cramp your style in class
,. . or when you'ice "hitting <:
the books". Take a NoDos}
Awakener! In a few, minutes,a
you'll be your nonmal best.,.
wide awake . ., alert!You*
doctor will tell pu-^NoDoa ^
Awakeners are safe as cbffee,
Keep a pack,handy 1
15 TABLET S, 35$ ^

this wash..V wear 1Bj ^^^^i
^lJj PS
Off for the weekend? Here's
a shirt that combines rare good
looks>with amazing' handiness
—th e Arrow Glen in wash V
wear 'Dacron * and cotton.
Collar stays are stitched in,
„ permanently and'invisibl y.
They just won't get lost. , S«e, •
too , our Drak e button-down
model. Your choice, in white
or solid colors, just $7,95. '
(
All silk tie $2.50.
'
Cluctt> Pcab ady & Go.J nc.

first in fashion ' .

,

3B W»te!i. ' Mt } [I J & l?y &
In handy tin KUBma J^JmmUB
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Connoisseur is the word to describe Doug las Fairbanks , J r ., as he
reads the "Colby Echo," while waiting to proceed throug h U. S.
Cust oms upon his return to the United States from Eng land. Fairbanks has just completed directing "Chase a Crooked Shadow" in
England for Warner Bros.
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(Second of A Part Three Contest )
We trust you've been concentrat- 5
Contestant's Name
ing on the pet word's or phrases your
prof. uses. Now, see if he matches
The first two parts will be reany of these phrases in part two of
printed
along with, part three o'f this
the "He Said It Again" contest.
contest in the next issue of the
If so, he's the man you write in
'
"Echo."
'
opposite the appropriate number.
CONTEST
RULES
1. "Now where were we last time?'*
' is a three
1
.
It
A
gain"
"He
Said
.
2. ". . . vis a vis . . ."
part contest ending on Jan. 4,
3. "I like Aristotle.'.'
1958, at 12' midnight. All entries
4. "My 'favorite number is zero."
must be in, clipped together, be5. "Now if you were Maurice Evan s
'fore this time. The winner will
be announced in the January 10
Please clip all entry blanks- toissue
of the "Echo. "
gether after the third part of the
'
contest. A contest box will be, 2. The "Echo" shall reserve the
right to decide on the accuracy of
placed outside the Spa at this time.
answers.
E N T R Y BLANK
Answers (Part Two)
3. The winner will be determined
by the number of correct answers
1
that person has given out of a
coming production of "Porgy and
possible fifteen .
Bess" . . . After he completes dir4. In the event of a tie, the "Echo"
ecting 20th-Fox 's "The Townsend
will decide the -winner by mean s
Harris Story," in Japan, John Husof a tie-breaker.
ton will head for Africa and shoot5.
Thi
s contest is not Open to
ing on "Roots of Heaven. "
"Ech
o" staff members.
DOWNTOWN FLICKS ! Haines :
Fri.-Sat., Dec. 6-7—Hal March of
The Echo business staff needs '
"$64,000 Question" TV 'fame film
underclass women to work in the
debuts as star of Paramount' s Vista circulation and subscription deVision "Hear Me Good" with co- partme nts.
All interested may
star Merry Anders. "Zero Hour" apply at the Echo office in Robstarring Dana Andrews depicts the erts Union on Monday night be- !
pli ght of an airplane headed for
tween 7 and 9 p.m.
!
almost certain disaster and makes
for suspense packed viewing.
On December 8 ata 5 :30 p.m.,
State : Sun.-Tues., Dec; 8-10—
S C A will sponsor its annual '
Mickey Eooney, noted as a comic,
Christinas Sup per Meetin g to be!
deviates from his usual roles and
held
In Smith Lounge in Wom turns in a fine ' performance as the
en' s Union . A special candle-light
cold blooded 'killer "Baby Face Nelworship service will be followed
son. "
Co-starred
is
Carolyn
by a message from Dr. Todrank
(' 'Bachelor Party") Jones.
entitled "Three Christmas Gifts " .
Don't forget Sat. Night, Opera
All members of s C A and any
House, 7 :30 — MONEY ! One more , others interested are encouraged
week, Marsh , for flicking out at
to attend.
Colby !

He Said, if Again!

Only one more week to go and ethe longest "flicking out" period of
^
the year will be here. To see what will be in' store for us, let's take
a look at some . . .
INSIDE BRIEFS ! Producer Paul Gregory has dispatched a location seeking crew to Panama to dig up sites for "The Naked and
the Dead" shooting . . !. No matter what you're read elsewhere, there
is no one studio that has an inside track on the film rights to "My
Fair Lady" . . . Director Mervyn LeRoy has just returned to Hollywood from Boston , where he set up location-spots for his forthcoming Warner Bros, production "Home Before Dark" to star Jean
Simmons. Art Moger, Advertising-Publicity Director for Warner
Bros., Eastern Division aided LeRoy in local legal clearances . . .
Errol Flynn will prepare for his February American stage debut in
"Master of Bromley," an adaptation of "Jane Eyre ," immediately
after completing his John Barrymore role in "Too Much , Too Soon"
at Warners . . . Sidney Poitierj soon to be seen with Eartha Kitt in
"Mark of the Hawk," turned down the Porgy role in Goldwyn's up-
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Have You Visited
DAKIN'S
Waterville , Maine
67 Temple Street

SKI EQUIPMENT , SKIIS , POLES , BOOTS , SKI GLOVES
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Discussions Held
By -DKE; Cover
Many Fields '
To increase awareness of current
events and other topics o'f importance, Delta Kappa Epsilon is sponsoring faculty student gatherings on
Thursday nights in the DKE house.
These meetings are to stimulate and
enlarge student outlook on the present world situation . The fraternity
is inviting merhbers of the faculty
as guests to speak and discuss these
events -with them.
Meetings may also be held to interest the students in future occupational placement. Therefore, the
fraternity is considering inviting
businessmen of 'the Waterville area,
who might produce . an inventive for
the students to enter their businesses upon graduation. These meetings are to be held every two weeks
if possible. Topics of interest «are
suggest ed by the students. Faculty
members who are most adequately
able to answer their questions are
then asked to appear at the DKE
house. Dr. Julius A. Brown , head
of the physics department , has already been their gues t this year.
Tho fraternity is also considering
the possibility of inviting the sororities to come as their guests at the
various meetings throughout the
yea r. The DKE's hope that these
culture meetings will not only
broaden the awareness of current
events, but will produce a closer relationship with the faculty.
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"Best Sandwiches
i
Ma de"
DATSIS
[ HOT DOG PLACE
Front Street
1
f
l
Waterville
|
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Fetal Employment ©r. Spiegal Receives
Mms Offered For I]. S.< Health Service
Juniors and Seniors Grant For Research

Food Service Directed
By Capable Dietitians
Seven hundred pounds of turkey
per meal, 500 pojands of roast beef
per meal, and 2000 hamburgs per
meal are needed to feed Colby students. These are only a few df the
awesome figures whicli 'Miss Helen
Nichols, director df food service,
quoted. She stated that about 1000
pounds of potatoes are ordered twice
a weelc. Colby 'students consume
4200 quarts o'f milk and 140 quarts
of cream in approximately one week.
The • weekly • bill for milk , cream ,
chocolate milk and fat-free milk
amounts to a/bout $1000.
Miss Nichols plans the menus for
the , entire campus. Many aspects
must 'be considered when doing this.
First of all, there must be a well
balanced menu , nutrition wise and
budget wise. The time element and
abilities of the kitchen help must be
considered. Oven and range space
is important. For instance, there
could not be a lot df baked food for
one ' meal because of lack df 'facilities. The availability of foods , is
considered , and also truck shipments. Holidays must be planned
around. The Food Service Department has tried to discard as many
dishes as possible which, students do
not care for.
There are three assistant dietitians , one in Foss Hall, one in
Roberts Union , and one in charge df
catering, who also relieves the
others during their time off. There
are 12 employees in Mary Low kitchen, 14 in Foss and 22 in Roberts
Union. There are also many students who help with serving and
dishwashing. •

Dr. Melvin Spiegal , assistant pro<Tuniors as well as seniors are now
fessor
of biology, was tho recipient
eligible to Ifcake the Federal Service
Entrance 'Examination and "to com- of the U. S. l'u<blic Health Service
pete for government jobs which will g;rant from the National Institute o'f
be held for them until graduation. Allergy and In fectious Diseases in
This was revealed today by Mr. Ray September 1956.
Dr. Spiegal , who deceived his B.S.
W. Kelso who is civilian personnel
officer at Dow Air Force Base. Mr. degree from the University of IlliKelso has been specially assigned to nois and his PhD. from the Univisit Colby and other New England versity of Rochester, will receive
colleges * to inform the student s the benefits of the grant of $20,000
about government employment. He for three years. This sum covers
will speak on the subject df the cost of equipment, laboratory as"Careers in the Federal Service" sistants, and specimens which are
this Monday at 2 :30 p.m. in the needed to carry out his work .
The purpose for which the grant
Hurd Room in Robert s Union.
¦"While ' this examination was was given was to investigate : 1.
originally set ,up for seniors , and tlie processes involved in cell adMiss Helen Nichols
the class of '58 is still oxir first hesion and specificity ; 2. the imchased for Mary Low and Xiouise interest," .said Mr . Kelso, "many munological response of animals ;
Coburn Halls a few years ago juniors will'find that taking the ex- and 3. the chemical differentiations
amou nted to §53000, and enough for amination early will give them a "underlying morphological differentMIDDLE EAST MOVIE
reserve came to $1500. So it is easy head start on the pursuit df their iation.
Continued from Page One
The first investigation involves
to see why students are asked to career goal ." The Federal Service
the
questions
o'f
Entrance
Examination
is
open
to
why
we
are
multidining
leave all tableware in the
sential that we as responsible
halls and to handle dishes carefully. maj ors in any field. To students cellular, what holds cells together, Americans gain a more sober underThe Food Service is in charge of wlio have not made a final choice of and why only "like" cells group to- standing df the conflicts and deep
all banquets. Miss Nichols esti- career, it offers opportunities for gether to form tissue. These in- tensions involved in the bellicose remates that almost 3000 banquet training in a range of management vestigations could help throw light lations between Egypt and Israel.
meals were served last year, not specialties. Students in any field on problems involving cancer cells. Admission is only 'twenty-five cents.
counting events such as Johnson will find it worthwhile to investigate
t h e prospects i n government's
Day and the All-College supper.
Do Your Christmas Shopping Before
I
diversified
activities. Mr. Kelso will I
Miss Nichols finds that determinYou Go Home At
ing the amount of food to purchase answer question's ab'out government |
I
Members
of
all
classes
employment.
and serve comes only through experience. A great amount o'f plan- are welcome.

ning and organization are necessary
to keep the department running
smoothly. The cooperation from the
students, and having people preparing the food who are interested in
their work contribute greatly to tohe
The kitchens are very cooperative success of the Food Service.
Waterville, Maine
in performing extra services for the
school. They allow students to pre- »
19 Offices In The
Giguere's Barber Shop ]
pare picnic lunches, provide a late
"Heart of Maine"
and Beauty Parlor
1
Sunday morning breakfast in the J
Member Federal Deposit
Tel. TR 2-6021
girls' dorms, and make many gal- I
I
Insurance Corporation
lons df coffee for the. fraternity ;
146 Main Street
\
houses to serve after football games.
Miss Nio'hols is in charge of , all
ordering, " planning, hiring of help,
and budgeting. Many students may
think that the fee for board goes for
only the food itself , but it does not.
Out of our board money not only is
food paid 'for , but also the salaries
o'f ithe whole department, dishes,
paper, silver , uniforms , laundry,
new equipment, telephones, .waiter
and a share of the heat and light.
The breakage of dishes and loss
of silver ru,ns high and is very exNew Ybrk'tf a winternal ional
pensive. The china which was purmJt^^^
jlljfi

I "The OoSby College Book .Iters "

. Six Footer Scarfs $4.95
•
Smith-Corona
Typewriters
i
(At
Special
Student
Prices)
^WS*
EPOSITORS|
Colby Animals - Glassware - Pennants
^Ss Trust Cfompmwy ' I Scheaffer
, Scripto , Papermat , and Parker Pens
|
I
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SHOE STORE
S1 Main Street
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Write
knows.
student
now, to our
1If w i l i*% j ^Sifor Special.
College
Department,
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Student
Rates
and
Reservations.
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/ Madison Avenue at 43rd St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.
'At Grand Central Station
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SUGGESTIONS

SWEATERS — From Orion to Cashmere in all styles and
colors, from $5.95
|
i

HANDBAGS — Leathers and novel ty fabrics by such famous
makers as Jana and Josef in all prices
;

i-

LINGERIE — Our assortmen t of gown and cluster sets is
unusually beautiful
JEWELRY — For that extra special piece of costume j ewelry
it's Napier

Ksmsswr^ '"™ "*--

COSMETICS — Gift boxes by Henri Bendel and Mary
Chess
¦

¦
;

YOU SAVE TIME AND MONEY WHEN YOU 60 BY GREYHOUN
uoiiege man s ^^j v
^^^ ^ ^

®

.

ROBES — If you are looking for just an ordinary robe you
won't find it in our distinctive selection of luxu- ]
rious robes priced from ,$14.95
]

0thcr REALTY HOms—TVie Barclay & Park Lane
W\
VS&*
Harry M. AnhoIt, President
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"DISTINCTION FOR YEARS"
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Alvina & Delia

wp m vm
meets

"Good Shoes for
^
Colle ge Men and Women "

What makes cancer cells less able to
adhere to their own members, thu s
causing spread of the disease to
other parts of the body ?
Ih the third investigation, the answer will be sought to what makes
a cell a nerve cell or a muscle cell.
Are there different specific ch«naical
compounds which underlie Ithe formation o'f different organs ?
Thus far Dr. Spiegal, through his
experimentation, is reasonably sure
that different types of cells have
been " shown to have different cell
surfaces. It also seems probable
that cells that do adhere to one another have substances of reciprocal
configuration or fit together as a
lock and key.
This work is being carried out at
Ccclby during the school year and
during the summer at the Marine
Biological Laboratory at "Woods
Hole, Mass. Dr. Spiegal stressed
that this work and work similar to
'this in this field and other scientific fields could not be carried out
without the help of the government.

; GREYHOUND *
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^

Jfs suc h a comfort to take the bus... and leave the drivin g to us!

Ski rlofograplier
T© Lecture Here

Varsity first line f ig hting for ,puck in daily scrimmage against frosh

Pucksters Open Season;
Play Ha milton Today
Tho Oolby varsity . hockey team m
its Opening game of tho 1957-1958
hockey season , will face Hamilton
at the Alfond Arena toni ght.
The Mule sextet is stronger than
last year's which defeated a pesky
Hamilton team. Although favored
to repeat , the Mules will be playing
together in their first scheduled
game this year *and have not yet
proven themselves. However, they
have virtually the same club returning and should haye the necessary teamwork. Then, one one of
its two toughest matches of the
year , the Mules will play host to a
perennial powerhouse, Dartmouth,
tomorrow. Tu fts , " the first away
game of the year, will be the Mules'
opponent on December 14. Colby
will be out to avenge its Winter
Carnival loss of last year at the
liiinds df the Jumbos.
The Christmas Invitation Tournament, held at Hamilton last , year,
wil'l take place in Waterville over
the weekend of December 19, 20,
and 21. Colby t ied for the title last
year and is out to repeat this year.
Williams anil Hamilton will be com-

peting as they did last year and
Bowdoin will be the newcomer to
the tourney.
The Colby team, although not
boasting the desired depth of forward lines, has a very strong: defense and goalie combination. Don
Cote, Greg McArthur, Jim Fox, and
Phil Devarenne make the defense
a strong ono in skill and numbers.
The goalies, Bob Auriemma, Pete
MacFarl ane , and Don Williamson,
when lie recovers from his injury,
are all good and Coach Jack Kelley
has no problezn in that respect.
The first line is composed of
juniors 'Jay Church and Bob Keltic, and sophomore Ray Paradis.
Dick Morrison , captain Howie Cates
and Skee'ter Megathlin form the
second line, The third line, although not used as a" unit, is available ifor individual substitution.
Lapliarn, St. John , and Knowles
provide the necessary backers-up
that a coach can rely upon.
Despite tlie toughest schedule in
recent years, Colby should fare well
in this newly instituted sport on
Mayflower Hill. '

Warren Miller , world famous ski
photographer, will show his latest
•full length color- feature, "Anyone
For Skiing?" on Thursday evening,
February 6, in the' Women 's Union.
Miller has described his program
as taking you , from France to
Alaska and all over the United
States. One of the outstanding features of the film is Miller's coverage of the Nationals , held at Aspen,
Colorado last winter. Here he recorded such spectaculars as Toni
Sailer, triple worlds' champion
skier from Ketzbuehl , Austria ,
whom Miller.describes as "the m'ost
incredible racer I have seen in almost half a million miles of traveling to ski.," and Buddy Werner ,
winner of last year 's Natipmal Downhill and Giant Slalom Championshi ps at Aspen .

Visiting photographer
Warren . MillerOther highlights of "Anyone for
Skiing ?" are Sigi Engle , ski school
director at Sun Valley Idaho, Ernie
McCulloch, director of the Mammoth - Mountain racing school and
Torn Corcoran , another prize of the
Nationals. Stan Voorhess, an investor from Los Angeles, who
claims tlvarfc he has eliminated the
need for lift lines forever , has his
amazing power skis covered by Mil-

Colby Hoopsters Begin
Rough Part Of Season
The Mule varsity hoopsters, after having' played Bates here Wed
nesday, will play host to Boston College in the fir st weekend en
^
counter of the season here tomorrow.

• Paul Giersch, labeled one of the
outstanding sophomores in New
England last year by Bob Cousy of
the Boston Celtics , will lead the
Eagles against the Mules. Giersch
scored 361 points in 25 games last
year and should be even more potent 'this year. Coach Din'o Martin
boasts four regulars and nine lettermen returning from the last year's
squad which posted a 13712 mark .
Besides the 6-4 Giersch , the starters
will he 6-5 Barry McGrath, captain
Jack Harrington, 6-4, Bob Latkany,
and Paul Lyons.
Corby will journey to Orono Tuesday to meet Maine in the second
state contest of the year for the
Mules. The Black Bears will sorely
miss Keith Mahany who finished
second to Colby's Charlie Twigg last
year in state scoring, although the
former posted a 22.6 scoring average. Dudley Coyne and Tom Seavey will be back and , along with
Dave Deshon , they must shar e the
burden o'f a rugged season. They
have no' height and do not stand a
good chance of bettering their 6-14
mark of last year. Coach Harold
Woodbury may have to rely mostly
om sophomores for starters.
Bowdoin will be the Mules' , foe
two days later at Waterville. Bowdoin stands the best chance of upsetting the Mules in the 'bid for
their eighth consecutive State Series
title. The Polar Bears will heavily
rely on Brud Stover , last year's top
scorer ; for the offensive punch he
will be , aided by Ron Woods and
little Dick Willey. Sonny Simonds
may break in as a sophomore
starter. Not much harm has been
done by graduation, but the Mules
should, nevertheless, hand them a
defeat.

During the Colby Christmas vacation , the team will encounter Brown,
Dartmouth, Loyola, Akron, and
Seton Hall in the toughest stretch
of the year .
When the Mules face the Bruins
at Providence , they will be up
against the greatest scoring punch
in the history of the institution. Between Joe Tebo and Gerry Alaimo,
the two top scorers of last year,
they notched 760 points last season
and 1592 in- two seasons. The other
starters back from last year are ffim
Wright and 6-8 Allan Poulsen. The
towering center will play a large
part in improving on last year's
^
8-16 mark.
Dartmouth , although losing their
three top" men of last year, Jim
Francis, Ron Judson, and Gene
Booth, will be a tough team to-down.
Captain Dave Carruthers and Rudy
LaRusso, 6-6 center, are the returning starters . Five sophomores, each
of whom hit double figures for a
great frosh team last year , will be
vying for starting slots. Among
them
is
Ernie Vanderweghe's
younger brother, Gary.
Leaving New England , Colby will
embark on its first western basketball tri p in history. They will face
perenially powerful Loyola and the
University of Akron. Loyola boasts
seven lettermen and impressive
height. The center Jim Gorman is
6-6 and the forwards Jim DeWulf
and Art MeZier, 'both. 6-4. Even the
guards are "bi g, with Al Norville and
Paul Sheedy being 6-4 and 6-2.
Akron is even taller with 6-6 Ray
Pa-year at center and Fred Golding,
inos't valuable player last year, also
measuring 6-6. The guards , however,' are fast and small, th e tallest
of whom is only 5-10.
If Colby " can get by these team's
ler. These are actually seen as they
the
chances are good for a success'fantastic
heights
at
a
ground
climb
ful
season.
speed of ten m.p.h.
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Lost One Notice

by Don Mordecai
Xf one were to stumble badly while
passing by the bulletin boards outside of. the Spa it is altogether
possible that he might fail to notice
the conglomeration of notices, the
wa,ritJad's, and the like which tastefully decorate the otherwise featureless walls, •—¦ but it is unlikely. A's
"Liife" magazine fills the intellectual needs of the country as a whole,
so is this, information center the
rallying point for a phantasmagoria
of Golbiana. And all the notices and
su'ch which appear on the :board are
not simple communications of needs
or desir e's ; some of them show more
imagination than is ever suspected
could exist in as small a society as
ours. Written, scribbled, typed, and
drawn are some of the most informative bits of evidence pertaining to the lif e and love of Colby students that even a psychologist oould
demand for a complete analysis (if
such a thing were alt all necessary).
Advertisements run from the
slick Madison Avenue styles to the
most scrupulously if not painfully
honest. A typical advertiser, trying
to sell a 1928 Ford write's that it has
no modern conveniences and that
"it doeten't run \yery well, but what
a conversati on piece!" He tempts
us 'by advising the buyer to "be tie
fi rst kid in your block to own a,
true menahce to navigation."
• Sometime desperation peeks its
ugly head around the dog-eared corner of the notice. An example of
this is the girl who pleads that '%j
hook or crook I gotta get to Boston." Arid not content with just
that she adds "and fca 'ck again,
too."
Some of the catch phase's used to
get our attention are about as pertinent to the subject matter as a
pin-up beauty is to the sale of
well, anything under the sun. "Attention lovers of history" we are
stopped with. Dead in our tracks
with rapt attention we read on tliat
c 'here is your chance to own a weapon used ih the Hungarian Revolution," which effectively breaks our
trance and allows us to continue our
perusal.
For quite a while we very much
enjoyed feeing charged with every
possible sort o'f sobial conforming,
with living in a void caused by our
own organizational-man tendencies
and many, other such perfectly interesting activities, but it 'seems
that df late their guiding spirit
n,'as either completely disappeared
or has gone on to ibigger arid better
things.
One advertisement which has us
vaguely interested is the one wbich
reads "lost : one .bronze and silver
elephant trap with inscription,
'bring 'em back sick'," or some/thing
like that.
Our only complaint with tho system is that we *are getting a little
tired df seeing that poor litltlo notice whioh cries for the return of two
trench coats. But by this Dime wo
suppose the author to 'hnve gotten
them back, bought now ones, or if
all olso fails, to have gotten wet.
|
|

;

of the Canadian Customs. He sat in
his office in the spanking new Canadian Customs and Immigration
building. "With pride he pointed out
the equally new warehouse in which
a thorough custom inspection of
both U. S. and Canadian trucks
by Leslie . Colitt
could be made. It soon became ap"Yoii 're driving to Nova Scotia parren t that the Canadian staff at
this time of year?" my fellow stu- this border crossing was numeridents questioned me nine days ago. cally superior to the American, en"Oh well , you're only three months abling the use Of such precautioou t of season ," they helpfully nary measures. I asked Mr. Shaw
added.
what Canadians purchased when
Undaunted, Wednesday, the 27 they crossed the border. He noted
at twelve koon I was off to Nova that Canadians living near the borScotia with my final destination der tend to buy such items as cocoa,
Halifax. I liad a vague idea of how fresh fruit, canned good s, arid toba"many miles such a trip entailed , but cco in the U. S. All df these are
a surprise was in store. — 1,180 currently more expensive in Canamiles round trip.
da. Americans Often buy woolens,
. At five o'clock that afternoon I sh oes , and china in Canada, all of
arrived with Ferdinand (my Volks- which are imported from (England
wagen ) in Cala i s, Maine on the New and Scotland at ¦a lower cost into
Brunswick, Canada border. As this Cananda.
is the last siza'ble town before Saint
The next morning Ferdinand and
John, N . B. it seemed like a logical I entered the Canadian checkpoint
place to stay overnight. After sup- at 8:30. We drove into Canada a-t
per I walked in the direction of the 9 :30. A delay ? No , the time is set
TJ. S. border station where I-shortly forward one hour here, for . on the
fel l into conversation with Mr. New Brunswick border Atlantic
Obliskey, a jolly, greatcoat-clad in- Standard Time begins. The 85 mile
spect or o'f the U. S. Customs Serv- drive to iSt. John from Calais, is a
ice. It was a bitterly cold evening, delightful ride along a perpetually
but Mr. Obliskey swung his arms meandering road. The ever-present
vigorously for warmth and told me lak es and ponds are frozen now,
that over 1200 vehicles pass through but the inlets of the Bay of Fundy
this land port (points o'f entry into continue as always to exhibit the
the D. S. are called either land or highest tides in the world — rising
sea ports) each day at this time of and falling up to 60 feet. Driving
the year, which mates this the through St. John to get back on
fourth, busiest land port in the N. B. 2 is no mean task. The city
United States.
fathers seem to have routed this
Upon answering his question as road through the entire business
to . what school I . attended, Mr. district of this largest city of 'Nerw
Obliskey had an appropriate little Brunswick in order to fatigue travstory to relate. A French Canadian ellers and thus cause them to stop,
Woman from Waterville was pass- eat, and most important, shop.
ing through from New Brunswick,
Above St. John the Province beand Mr. Obliskey asked the requir- gins to display its true character.
ed "<>f what country are you a, citi- The landscape, arid even the houses,
zen?" The woman's face lit up and take on the apperance of a land elf
she replied , "Oh yes, I'm civilized. " Lilliput. Personally, I like my counShe meant naturalized, of course.
tryside so that I can comprerid it,
In order io talk with the Cana- that is,, not on the vastj endless-sky
dian Oustom's men I had only to scale such as one encounters in the
walk; over the short American-Cana- West. Here in the Maritiiries ono
dian bridge spanning the St. Croix can almost visulize the forces that
Riyer. This was the scene o'f bitter created this land : The huge Lanbord-er disputes between 1837 and rentian icecap with its terminus
1840, when the militiamen df Maine that covered this land arid left its
stood face to face with British Red- picturesque kettle' and Kalne imCoats and the militia of New Bruns- print.
wick. An American war song of the
Reaching Moncton, N. B., I found
period went :
myself tempted by Prince Edwards
We'll lick the red-coats anyhow,
Island •which is reached by a short
i And drive them from our border ; ferry ride across the NorthumberThe loggers are awake - arid alj
land Strait. This was not my destiAwait the Gin 'ral' s order ;
nation , however, for here N. B. 2
Biittahia shall riot rule the Maine
turns in a southeasterly direction
Nor shall she rule the water ;
towards tho Noca. Scotia border.
They've sung that song full long
This is the land' from which tho
enough,
French Acadians iwere driven by the
Much longer than they oughtor.
Continued on Page Eight
I greeted Mr. Shaw, an inspector
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Because of the Christmas banquet for all women next Monday
evening it was moved and vdted that the Studen t Government meeting be held at 4:30 p.m. on December 9.
The problem of the double standard in regard to drinking was discussed by the group, but no action was taken on the situation.
Bruce Blanchard mentioned the facte that Mr. Trott has had a lot
of trouble in cashing checks on Saturdays. If 'the students can cash
their checks some other place than the Spa it would be appreciated.
A discussion was held on the Status df the independent men. on
campus, especially in regard tp social opportunities such as big weekends.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:10 p.m.

Delta Upsilon
Leads In Bixler
Bowl Race

Each year one of Colby's fraternities is awarded the Bixler Bowl
for the highest number of points
earned in different categories on an
interfraternity basis. The five areas
of activity included in the competition are administration, scholarship,
special events, athletic contests, and
leadership.
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The fraternity standings 5n special
events so 'Far are :
67
DU
KDR
60
LOA
56
DKE
44
TDP
34
Zete
32
30
ISTP
O
ATO
PDT
O
In administration, including social, management, and projects, are :
235
DU
215
TDP
All other fraternities have 200
points except PDT which has 195.
Said IFC President Doug Davidson, "It is the hope of IFC that
this announcement wd'll bring about
more competitive spiri t among the
fraternities."

Tlie year runs from May 2, 1957
to May 1, 1958. Thoj only area's
judged so far are administration
arid special events, the later including the tireek Letter Sing, the
Homecoming Floats, and the Wood- When In Waterville V isit . . .1
men 's Meet. The judges committee
consists of tho president o'f IFC, a New Puritan Restauran t <
All Electric Cooking
representative member of IFC, the
\
doan Of men]
and a' prudential 'STEAKS, CHOPS , & SEAFOOD
member of one of the fraternities ; 151 Main Stroet
Watorvillo ;
who is Mr. Itobert Pullen .
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It was moved and voted that in the future the Student Government
meetings are to be 'held in Room 8B of Miller Library. This will be
cont inu ed until th e council r oom in Roberts Uni on can be u sed
solely for Student Government purposes.

'

!

ii

functions. It was pointed out that there was no representative from
P&W present at the Social Committee meeting to state the club's
feelings in this matter. In view of this it was moved and voted that
the Student Government request the Social Committee to reconsider
their decision.
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Norman Lee reported 'that the Social Committee rejected the idea
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of making Powder and Wig plays on Saturday nights all-college
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The treasurer reported that due to the funds received from the
student (activities fee cash on hand now amounts to $991.64. Loans
outstanding are $700, bringing total assets to $1,691.64.
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The regular weekl y meeting of Student Government was held at
7 :30 p.m. on December 2 in Roberts Union.
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D ESTINATION HALIFAX

1

Continued from Page Seven
British in 1755. Remember Longfellow's poem "Evangeline?" This
land was marsh until the Aeadians
reclaimed it by an extensive system
of dikes th'at still remain as a las-ting monument to this people.

The Chess and Checker Club
' will meet this Sunday, December
|8, at 3 :00 in the afternoon in
Room of Roberts
; the Smith
Union. This will be th e last meetMing before th e Christmas vaca[ tion.

BY THE WAY
Just before reaching the Nova
Scotia border I could see in the disContinued from Page Two
tance the tall masts of CBC's International Service 50;000 watt tran- band makes tlie occasion more gala.
smitting station.. Over a miniature For all occasions I don't think they
bridge and I was in Nova Scotia.
are neoessary, but for Jthe larger
The Scottish and English names weekends they add quite a lot. You
of counties, towns , and villages on
only have a few of these events a
the road to Halifax — Cumberland ,
Colchester,
Southampton ,
Glen- year. 3fost of the other times durholme, Stewiaeke, and Wellington ing tlio year you don 't have to
— attest 'to the origins of Nova spend that much money. The iinScdtians, and as I soon learned , ancial end of it won't bother me if
they'll never let you forget their
it' s jus't once a year or so.
pride in the land of their ancess
tors .
It rained my one full day in
Halifax, but this did not prevent
me from seeing the city's sights and
also getting ih my Christmas shopping. In tho Citidel, which is perched, ion a hill overlooking Halifax
and its harbor full of ships, I m et
Mr. R. A. Bentl ey, a retired Array
man who is a guard in the Citidel's fascinating Canadian Army
Museum. As I was the only visitor
that morning. Mr. Bentfley was kind
enough to show
me around tlie
rooms within his jurisdiction. After
learning that I attended Colby, Mr.
Bentley's blue eyes, (a number of
shades lighter than his immaculate
blue uniform), sparkled. "Ah, yes,
do I remember Waterville ! When I
was a chief petty officer in the Navy
in 1936, I was assigned to escort
the St. John's kilties pipe band
down to Waterville- to play there
over Armistice Day. What a time
I had. Why from tlie moment I
left ,my bags in the hotel , I never
saw my room there until I picked
up my gear three days later." Mr.
Bentley had only the fondest memories of Waterville.
In the Maritime Museum of the
Citadel I chanced upon the following letter in a glassed-in case. It
might be entitled "Lord Nelson
Should Know This. " From a sailor,
Rolbert .Tliom 'pson of H.M.'S. Sloop
"Oalypso" at Spithead, to his wife
in Hull , .England, November 10,
1805 (just after Trafalgar).
" . . . my dear don 't make yourself uneasy for i'f she (Calypso)
should go to France, I will not
. go if possible. She is recognized
as tho host Sloop in the Navy and
I think she. is , for she Sails like
the Wind. I am not fered of being
took for if we "can 't fi gh t wo can
always run away."
Yes , there's much to smile ovor,
to see, to learn , in this birthplace
of Canada. As for myself, -m y travelling appetite for the Maritime
Provinces has only been whetted.
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Tuesday - Thursda y

" JEANE EAGLES"
" WOMAN OF
THE RIVER"

74A ELM STREET
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WATERVILLE
SAVI NG S

DR. BIXLER TO READ

Continued from Page One
tails. The following committee memAll 11:00 classes will be cancelled
bers will he present to , answer any
at that time to enable as, many stusfctiden't questions : Robert Brolli ,
chairman ; Peter Burnham , business dents and faculty as possible to atmanager ;' Barry Ginsburg and' Kay tend the assembly.
-;
German , snow sculpture • Marietta
Pane , tickets ; Nancy Wade, decorations ; Christina Rand and 2>ick
Russell, judging of the queen and
TR 2-8913
!
flowers and gifts ; Bobbin Burns,
ARTISTIC CORSAGES
,
social secreta ry ; and Sara Stewart,
Lower Silver Street
[
publicity.
The enti re Winter Carnival Weekend is sponsored by the Outing Cluh.
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Sunday - Tuesday
" BABY FACE NELSON"
" HIDDEN FEAR"

Sunday - Tuesday
Natalie Wood - Karl Maiden
" BO MBERS B-52"

Wednesday Only
" CLO ISTERED"
A Religious Picture
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Hal Marsh In " HEAR ME GOOD"
Dana Andrews In "ZERO HOUR"
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Thursday - Saturday
" MOTORCYCLE GANG"
" SORORITY GIRL"
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Wednesday & Thursday
James Dean - Elizabeth Taylor
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Sticklerswith yomr name, address,
college and class to' Happy-Joe-.
Lucky,Box 67A,Mt.Vernon,N.Y. /
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WHAT IS A GATHERING
OF PHI BETCSI

' v

^ Stickling! We'll pay $25 for every
money—start
got
aro
print—and for
more that
hundreds
Stickler
used.
never wo
simple riddles
Sticklers
with
two-word rhyming answers. Both, words must
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WHAT'S AN ACHE SECRET
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on April 29. His topic will be
"Provblems of Expanding State
Government."
The lecture series , under the direction of Mr. Rothschild, will 'be
open to the public.

:i ^r

Tolo phono TR 2-5461

1

GABRIELSON LECTURE
Continued from Page One
Prof. Robert C Wood will deliver
th e* . lecture on April 22, entitled
"Governing the New Metropolis. "
Mr. Wood is present professor of
government ait the Massachusetts
Institute of \ Technology.
The last lecture of the series will
be given by Gov. Edmund S. Muskie
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Pat O'Brien
Q
Q " MARINE RAIDERS"
M
John Wayne
" BACK TO BATAAN "
f

naimo mi ickhmt.
cohnbil

BACHELO R
BUNDLE SERVICE
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WINTE R CARNIVAL
Continued from Page One
Carnival Queen . Each fraternity is
expected to put up a candidate and
the independents may also do so.
Friday night tliere -will be a Winter
Carni-val dinnor at the Jeffetson
Hotel -where three sets of judges
from off-campus will have a chance
to become acquainted with, each
candidate under a rotation system
during the meal. Two judges have
already been olios en. They are Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Brown of Dunham's and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Shiro of the Jefferson Hotel. A
third set of judge s has yet to be
chosen. The queen will be chosen
accord ing to poise, personality, and
appearance.
An open meeting of the Wintel
Carn ival Committee will ibe held
December 12 ifor anyone who is - interested in findinE 1 out. fnrithftT de-
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Fodoral Deposit Insuranoo Corp. !
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LIGHT UP A %A/ SMOKE -LIGHT UP A LUCKY !
(c *. r. co.t
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is our middle name
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